Ward, R. Miller and Bartlett will add lehaus, a big, redheaded chap, looks is a good backfield prospect. Steck-the squad,-Gordon Miller -who is snore good, it was last Saturday's fiasco, in the throwing end of the combination. will.

and are taking to the workonts with a strong after Saturday's experience. Riley, Gould, Hartz and Luby are going strong after Saturday's experience. O'Hearn, as yet not deigned to show up on the squad.

Last night Tomi Price put the team through signal practice and drill on the rifle range. More heavy men needed for coaching than before the disastrous experience. Although such buttons.

All others keep uniforms alone. C. will be allowed to wear gilt buttons.

FRESHMAN NOTICE

CATHOLIC CLUB

There will be a joint "Acquaintance Dance" at the Technology, Simmons and Emmanuel Catholic Clubs at St. Cecilia's Hall, Wednesday, October 22nd. Take street car to Mass. Station and walk down from there to St. Cecilia's, which is on Columbus Ave. Admission free to Catholic males and females.

SOPHOMORE TUG-O-FAR

Practice every day at 5 besides rifle practice in addition to Tuesday and Thursday.

FRESHMAN FOOTBALL

Freshman football needs more. Report on the field tonight at 4:30 sharp.

FRESHMAN RIFLE

Rifle targets will be open Wednesday 2:15 to 3:30 for freshman rifl practice. Undergraduate.
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